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The dramatic rediscovery of long-lost parts of the 
eleventh-century Latin Life of King Edward the 
Confessor, including a poem describing at length the fully
equipped ship which Earl Godwine presented to the king, 
is the subject of two of the articles here, which set out the 
text and translation of the poem and explore its literary 
and historical signifi cance. Two others off er fresh light on 
the geography and structure of Beowulf, and another 
examines the infl uences on the early Old English poem 
The Dream of the Rood. Late Anglo-Saxon educational and 
scholarly concerns and ecclesiastical politics are explored 
in other articles, while another reconstructs the history of 
land-holdings in early Anglo-Saxon England and its 
relation to the complex relations between kings and 
bishops. The volume concludes with a comprehensive 
bibliography of publications for the year 2008, in all 
branches of Anglo-Saxon studies, together with items 
missed in earlier listings. 
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From reviews of previous volumes:

‘Anglo-Saxon England has been providing Anglo-Saxonists with scholarship of 
consistently high quality for nearly twenty years now. Its range of subjects within 
the fi eld is both wide and interdisciplinary, and the annual bibliography, always 
meticulously produced, has become an indispensable resource.’

[E. A. Rowe,] Anglia

‘As always, Anglo-Saxon England is a model of correct printing of often diffi  cult 
material, especially in the references throughout and in the outstandingly good 
bibliography, so much so that the discovery by a reviewer of the odd misprint . . . 
turns into an unprofi table triumph.’

[E. G. Stanley,] Notes & Queries

‘The volumes of Anglo-Saxon England, while naturally refl ecting work in progress
and suitable in article form, seem often to advance steadily along lines set out in the 
late sixties, in the period between the death of Sir Frank Stenton (1967) and the 
appearance of the third and posthumous edition of his volume in the Oxford History 

of England (1971). In this respect, at least, Cambridge took over where Oxford left 
off  . . . questions asked vigorously a decade and a half ago begin to receive answers 
in the eighties.’

[H. R. Loyn,] Journal of Ecclesiastical History
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